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Title – The Day the President Was Shot
Author – Bill O’Reilly
Call Number – AUDIO CD 973.927 O’REILLY
Book Description The year was 1981. Just two months into his presidency, Ronald Reagan was shot after leaving a
speaking engagement in Washington, D. C. The quick action of the Secret Service and medical
professionals saved the president's life. Mere days after his near-death experience, Reagan's
personal strength propelled him back into his presidential duties.
Adapted from Bill O'Reilly's historical thriller Killing Reagan, with characteristically gripping
storytelling, this story explores the events of the day Reagan was shot. From the scene of the
shooting and the dramatic action of the Secret Service, to the FBI's interrogation of the shooter,
the life-saving measures of the medical professionals and the president's extraordinary recovery,
this is a page-turning account of an attempted assassination and its aftermath.

Title – Daughters of the Bride
Author – Susan Mallery
Call Number – AUDIO CD MALLERY
Book Description With Joy, Love and a Little Trepidation, Courtney, Sienna and Rachel Invite You to the Most
Emotional Wedding of the Year . . . Their Mother's
Courtney
~ The Misfit ~
As the awkward one, Courtney Watson may not be as together as her sisters, but she excels at
one thing — keeping secrets, including her white-hot affair with a sexy music producer. Planning
Mom's wedding exposes her startling hidden life, changing her family's view of her — and how
she views herself — forever.
Sienna

~ The Free Spirit ~
When Sienna's boyfriend proposes — in front of her mom and sisters, for crying out loud — he
takes her by surprise. She already has two broken engagements under her belt. Should she say "I
do" even if she's not sure she does?
Rachel
~ The Cynic ~
Rachel thought love would last forever . . . right up until her divorce. As Mom's wedding day
draws near and her ex begs for a second chance, she's forced to acknowledge some
uncomfortable truths about why her marriage failed, and decide if she'll let pride stand in the way
of her own happily-ever-after.

Title – Frostline
Author – Lind Howard
Call Number – AUDIO CD HOWARD
Book Description Lenna is Strength, a manifestation of the Tarot card, and powerful beyond reckoning. But when
she’s pulled into the human realm and tasked with protecting a young boy, everything is thrown
into chaos. Lenna’s not supposed to be here, interacting with mortals. She’s definitely not
supposed to be drawn to the sexy mercenary sent to retrieve her by any means necessary . . .
As a Hunter for magical beings, Caine’s duty is simple: return this compelling, impossibly
attractive woman and secure the long lost Tarot deck that made travel between worlds possible.
Instead he’s drawn into Lenna’s dangerous rescue mission and blindsided by his growing
feelings. But there is more than one enemy to contend with. And as the clock runs out, failure
means not just the loss of an innocent life and the woman Caine has come to love, but the
destruction of Lenna’s entire world.
Title – Dark Carousel
Author – Christine Feehan
Call Number – AUDIO CD FEEHAN
Book Description -

The moment Charlotte Vintage walks into his club, Tariq Asenguard’s blood is set on fire. The
ancient Carpathian had given up hope of finding his lifemate, but now he will do anything to
make Charlotte his own. What Tariq doesn’t know is that Charlotte is using herself and her best
friend as bait — to try to draw out the bloodthirsty killers who have already murdered
Charlotte’s brother and mentor.

Charlotte is familiar with Tariq. Not only is he one of the richest and most eligible bachelors in
the city, but he’s also a renowned collector of old carousel horses, which Charlotte restores.
Their shared passion opens Charlotte up to trusting him with her life and with the desire she can
no longer control. But it also makes her vulnerable to a centuries-old curse that will unite her and
Tariq in a war against the enemies of humans and Carpathians alike . . .
Title – Deadly Fate
Author – Heather Graham
Call Number – AUDIO CD GRAHAM
Book Description When Clara Avery, an entertainer working on the Fate, an Alaskan cruise ship, goes to nearby
Bear Island, she comes across a scene of bloody mayhem. She also comes across Thor Erikson,
who will soon be a member of the FBI's elite paranormal unit, the Krewe of Hunters.
Thor's been sent from the Alaska field office to investigate several grotesque killings, with the
dead posed to resemble the victims of notorious murderers. The prime suspect is a serial killer
Thor once put behind bars. The man escaped from a prison in the Midwest, and all the evidence
says he was headed to Alaska . . .
Thor and Clara share an unusual skill: the ability to communicate with the dead. Their growing
love — and their contact with the ghosts of the victims — brings them together to solve the case
. . . and prevent a deadly fate of their own!

Title – Damaged
Author – Lisa Scottoline
Call Number – AUDIO CD SCOTTOLINEq0
Book Description -

Ten-year-old Patrick O'Brien is a natural target at school. Shy, dyslexic, and small for his age, he
tries to hide his first-grade reading level from everyone: from his classmates, from the
grandfather who cares for him, and from the teachers who are supposed to help him. But the real
trouble begins when Patrick is accused of attacking a school aide. The aide promptly quits and
sues the boy, his family, and the school district. Patrick's grandfather turns to the law firm of
Rosato & DiNunzio for help and Mary DiNunzio is on the case. Soon Mary becomes Patrick's
true champion and his only hope for security and justice. But there is more to the story than
meets the eye and Patrick might be more troubled than he seems. With twists at every turn and
secrets about the family coming to light, Mary DiNunzio might have found the case that can
make her a true protector, or break her heart . . .

